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Recently, it became clear that relaxation effects in amorphous ices play a very important role that

has previously been overlooked. The thermodynamic history of amorphous samples strongly

affects their transition behavior. In particular, well-relaxed samples show higher thermal stability,

thereby providing a larger window to investigate their glass transitions. We here present neutron

scattering experiments using fixed elastic window scans on relaxed forms of amorphous ice,

namely expanded high density amorphous ice (eHDA), a variant of low density amorphous ice

(LDA-II) and hyperquenched glassy water (HGW). These amorphous ices are expected to be true

glassy counterparts of deeply supercooled liquid water, therefore fast precursor dynamics of

structural relaxation are expected to appear below the calorimetric glass transition temperature.

The Debye–Waller factor shows a very weak sub-Tg anomaly in some of the samples, which

might be the signature of such fast precursor dynamics. However, we cannot find this behavior

consistently in all samples at all reciprocal length scales of momentum transfer.

1. Introduction

Water’s phase diagram is very rich. Sixteen polymorphs have

been isolated and characterized crystallographically so far.1 At

pressures P o 200 MPa three low-density polymorphs of ice

(r o 1 g cm�3) are known, namely the two polytypes hexa-

gonal (ice Ih) and cubic ice (ice Ic) and in addition ice XI,

which differs from hexagonal ice in that its sublattice of

hydrogen atoms is ordered. At pressures 200 MPa o P o
60 GPa twelve high-density polymorphs (>1 g cm�3) showing

seven different oxygen-ordered hydrogen-bonded networks are

known, which may be either hydrogen-ordered or hydrogen-

disordered. Beyond 60 GPa ice X dominates the phase diagram,

which contains symmetric OHO-hydrogen bonds. In addition

to these stable or metastable polymorphs amorphous ices

are also known, which do not show long-range ordering of

oxygen or hydrogen atoms.2 Also in the case of amorphous ices

low- (o1 g cm�3) and high-density forms (>1 g cm�3) are

known, where the former exist metastably at P o 200 MPa

and the latter metastably at P > 200 MPa.2,3 For more

than 25 years now, the sharp, first-order like transition

between the low- and the high-density amorphous forms3

has sparked considerable scientific interest, because of the

possibility that the transition line between the amorphous

forms may continue at higher temperatures as a first-order

phase boundary between low- (LDL) and high-density liquid

(HDL) water.4

In spite of this research effort, the question of whether

the amorphous forms are linked to deeply supercooled, ultra-

viscous liquids has not been resolved entirely to date. While

some experimental data are interpreted in favour of a glass-to-

liquid transition and homogeneous glassy nature of the amor-

phous ices,5–12 other experimental data support the picture of

heterogeneous nano-crystalline material showing crystal-like

properties.13–17 Recent experiments contain some clues as to

why experimental data on amorphous ices provide us with two

diametrically opposed views. The first clue is provided by

Nelmes et al.,18 who demonstrate that the state of relaxation

of high-density amorphous (HDA) ice can affect its properties

significantly. They make a distinction between a relaxed form

of HDA close to the metastable equilibrium (called expanded

HDA, eHDA) and the ‘‘traditionally’’ studied, unrelaxed form

of HDA produced by pressure-induced amorphization of

hexagonal ice at 77 K (called unannealed HDA, uHDA).19

These two are highly similar in terms of radial distribution

functions,2 but differ significantly in terms of strain and

transformation kinetics.18,20 While eHDA can be regarded as
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being close to the metastable equilibrium,20 uHDA does not

constitute any particular state of the amorphous water net-

work.21 Recent work by Winkel et al. shows that eHDA, but

not uHDA, is the one, which may co-exist with the low-density

form.20 Therefore, eHDA is the best candidate to be investigated

as a possible link to HDL, but not uHDA, which has been

investigated in most studies in the past.

The second clue is provided by Winkel et al.22 and Elsaesser

et al.,10 who note that there is also a difference between the

low-density amorphous (LDA) ice forms that are produced

from uHDA (called LDA-I) and produced from eHDA (called

LDA-II). This difference manifests itself as a subtly different

intermediate range structural ordering22 and as a higher

resistance of LDA-II toward crystallization to ice I.10 This is

interpreted in the sense that LDA-I contains nm-sized ice I

domains, which cannot be detected by common powder X-ray

or neutron diffraction methods, whereas LDA-II does

not contain a significant number of such ice I domains. If

such nm-sized ice I domains survive the HDA - LDA

transition, this would imply that these ice I domains may also

be present in uHDA, but not in eHDA.

All the amorphous forms of ice discussed so far are obtained

via pressure-induced amorphization of hexagonal ice at 77 K,

followed by changes in pressure and temperature. In addition

to this preparation route starting from the crystalline solid, it

is also possible to prepare the low-density form of amorphous

ice by deposition of water vapour on cold substrates23 and by

cooling of liquid water droplets at rates of >106 K s�1.24–26

Because of these ultrahigh cooling rates the latter amorphous

deposit is referred to as ‘‘hyperquenched glassy water’’

(HGW). Since water is a particularly bad glass-former, such

high cooling rates are necessary to avoid crystallization to ice

I upon cooling. HGW is obtained by vitrification of the liquid

and, therefore, the most natural choice is to search for the

devitrification transition (i.e., the glass-to-liquid transition) in

this material.

In general, there are various experimental methods to

investigate a glass-to-liquid transition in glassy materials, the

most common being the measurement of isobaric heat capa-

city by calorimetry or the measurement of thermal expansion

coefficient by dilatometry. The glass transition temperature Tg

depends on the timescale of the experiment, and a glass-

transition range best describes the transition from the non-

equilibrium glass to the equilibrium liquid.27 For water and

amorphous ice these measurements are quite challenging, since

amorphous ice crystallizes to cubic ice not far above the glass-

transition onset and before the glass-transition endpoint,

and so, the window for measuring a possible glass-to-liquid

transition is very small. Using calorimetry, the onset of the

glass-to-liquid transition for HGW as well as LDA was

determined to be atB136 K, at a heating rate of 30 Kmin�1.10,28

Another less common method is inelastic neutron scattering,

which gives direct access to the time dependence of correlation

functions and allows to study dynamic or relaxation processes

on the nanosecond time scale.

In such experiments one measures the dynamic structure

or intermediate scattering function S(Q,t). For supercooled

liquids the mode-coupling theory (MCT)29 predicts a two step

decay of S(Q,t): the microscopic correlation function decays

towards an intermediate plateau, which has the value of the

generalized Debye–Waller factor fQ. The long time tail of this

fast decay step is called b process. S(Q,t) finally decays to zero

(a process), see Fig. 1a. Above the caloric glass transition

temperature Tg the Debye–Waller factor fQ decreases more

rapidly with increasing temperature up to a critical tempera-

ture Tc, where another change in the temperature dependence

appears. This behavior is schematically plotted in Fig. 1b.

Ideally, the temperature dependence of the Debye–Waller

factor allows to locate Tc and, therefore, this is a signature

for the glass transition. Experimental results for polymers,30,31

fragile molecular glasses,32 the hydrogen network glycerol33 as

well as the strong network glass former B2O3
34 are in good

agreement with these predictions of the mode-coupling theory.

The long-time limit of the intermediate scattering function

S(Q,t - N), which is equivalent to the strict elastic scattering

intensity S(Q,o = 0) = fQ(T), can easily be measured by

so-called elastic fixed window scans.32 A decrease in fQ(T) when

heating the system is indicative of the increasing probability of

inelastic scattering. Quantitatively, MCT predicts

fQ ¼ f0ðQ;TÞ þ hðQÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Tc�T
T

q
T oTc

f0ðQ;TÞ T 4Tc

(
; ð1Þ

with h(Q) being the amplitude of the precursor process at Tc.

For a harmonic system this change follows the exponential

function f0(Q,T) = exp[W(Q,T)]S(Q), where W is propor-

tional to the temperature W(Q,T) p � Q2T. Additional

dynamic behavior, e.g. precursor effects below the glass transi-

tion temperature, causes a deviation from harmonic W p T

behavior to lower values. Such an experiment, which looks for

an anomaly in the Debye–Waller factor according to eqn (1),

has already been performed previously using the high-Q back-

scattering spectrometer IN13 on uHDA and LDA-I.35,36 An

absence of such precursor dynamics in LDA-I and uHDA is

reported in this study. In these unrelaxed amorphous ices the

Fig. 1 (a) Sketch of the intermediate incoherent scattering function

S(Q,t) that decays, below Tc, in two steps as predicted by mode-

coupling theory (MCT). (b) Sketch of the temperature dependence of

the Debye–Waller factor fQ(T) as predicted by MCT.
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critical temperature Tc is above the crystallization tempera-

ture. Hence, Tc was not accessible in this previous study. In

view of the above-mentioned recent developments in our

understanding of amorphous ices we report here a comple-

mentary study on LDA-II and eHDA as well as HGW with

the focus on assessing possible precursor dynamics and

crystallization stability of these materials.

2. Experimental

The neutron scattering experiments were performed using the

backscattering spectrometer IN 13 at the ILL, Grenoble. The

IN 13 standard setting with an incident neutron energy of

16.45 meV and an energy resolution of 8 meV was used. The

elastic intensity was sampled in a wide range of momentum

transfer 0.1 Å�1 o Qo 4.7 Å�1, being sensitive to short range

diffusion in the high Q range. The elastic intensity was

measured as a function of temperature T in the range of

5–180 K, using a helium closed cycle displex cryostat. The

data were treated with the program LAMP37 from the standard

ILL library to apply standard data corrections (background

subtraction, absorption, detector normalization). Multiple

scattering corrections were not applied, which is justified by

the high transmission of the samples of 91.5–94.3%. To

normalize the static structure factor, a vanadium standard

was measured at 70 K.

Since the amorphous ices are metastable states at ambient

pressure, the samples have to be loaded at T r 80 K. There-

fore, the powdered ice was filled under liquid nitrogen into a

standard aluminium sample holder, with a thickness of 0.5 mm

(D2O-samples) and 0.3mm (H2O-samples), thereby compromising

between achieving good count rates and avoiding multiple

scattering. The can was mounted under liquid nitrogen onto

the center stick and then moved into the cryostat at 80 K.

2.1. Sample preparation

The high pressure polymorphs eHDA and LDA-II were

prepared in a piston cylinder apparatus using a material

testing machine (Zwick, model BZ100/TL3S) to apply uniaxial

pressure. The samples were prepared by amorphization of

hexagonal ice at liquid nitrogen temperature, getting uHDA,

directly followed by warming uHDA at 1.1 GPa to 160 K

to obtain very high density amorphous (VHDA) ice.2 The

preparation method is described in detail elsewhere.38 In brief,

eHDA is obtained by decompression of VHDA at 140 K or

143 K, respectively, using deionised water (H2O) as well as

fully deuterated water (D2O, euriso-top 99.97%).39 To prepare

eHDA the decompression process is stopped at 0.1 GPa by

immersing the sample in liquid nitrogen. LDA-II can be

prepared either by decompression of the sample at 140 K to

r6 MPa,38 or, as done here, by heating eHDA to 140 K at

ambient pressure. In general we discriminate low density

amorphous ice which is obtained via the eHDA-state (LDA-II)

or by heating uHDA (LDA-I).22

Hyperquenched glassy water (HGW) was prepared using

the so-called hyperquench technique, developed by Mayer.25

Micrometer-sized water droplets are deposited on a copper

plate (T = 84 K) inside a vacuum chamber at P B 6 �
10�4 mbar.28 The water droplets enter the vacuum chamber

through an aperture of 300 mm in diameter. The technique

reaches ultrafast cooling rates up to 107 K s�1. The deposition

time is B30 min. Additionally the HGW samples were

annealed inside the cryostat prior to the measurement for

90 min at 132 K (D2O) or 130 K (H2O), respectively, according

to the procedure described by Kohl et al.28 This annealing step

slightly below the caloric glass transition leads to an enthalpy

relaxation of the glass.

Using fully deuterated samples we are able to monitor

structural changes in the sample during heating, i.e., transfor-

mation and/or crystallization of the amorphous ice. Heavy

water is a predominant coherent scatterer with a coherent

cross section per atom of scoh = 5.118 barn and an incoherent

cross section per atom of sinc = 1.387 barn. H2O instead is a

predominant incoherent scatterer with scoh = 0.039 barn and

sinc = 56.04 barn. Therefore, light water shows a nearly flat,

Q independent scattering.

Fig. 2 Elastic intensity Iel(Q,o = 0) of samples #1, #4 (eHDA, red triangles), #1a (LDA-II, green squares) and #2, #3 (HGW, blue circles),

measured at T=5K (D2O) and T=10 K (H2O), respectively. The deuterated samples (a) clearly show the characteristic signatures of amorphous

ices. For comparison, the elastic intensity of cubic ice is shown (black line), which has been obtained by heating sample #1a to 180 K and

cooling back to 5 K. Fully hydrogenated samples (b) do not show structural features. Intensities are normalized to vanadium and data are shifted

for clarity.
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We performed IN13 scans at various temperatures, where the

step size was 10–20 K at low temperatures and reduced to 2–3 K

when approaching the caloric glass transition temperature (see

Table). Due to limited beam time, the step size is bigger for

sample #4. Data accumulation time was 1 hour in all cases.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Crystallization behavior

Fig. 2 shows the elastic intensity Iel(Q) = I(Q,0 � DE) of all
samples measured at low temperatures, i.e., T = 5 K for the

D2O samples and T= 10 K for the H2O samples, respectively.

The measured intensities are normalized to vanadium. The

deuterated samples (Fig. 2a) show the characteristic broad

halo peak, as expected for amorphous ice. This prominent

feature is known to correlate with the intermediate range structural

organization in glasses and liquids.22 The first diffraction peak for

eHDA (red) appears at Q= 2.1 � 0.1 Å�1,18 for LDA-II (green)

and HGW (blue) at Q = 1.7 � 0.1 Å�1.40 This corresponds to a

d-spacing of 3.0 Å and 3.7 Å, respectively. The black line shows

the elastic intensity of cubic ice, which is obtained after warming

LDA-II to 180 K. In cubic ice Bragg reflections appear at Q =

1.7, 2.8, 3.3, 4.3 Å�1. Due to their predominant incoherent

scattering, the fully hydrogenated samples (Fig. 2b) do not show

structural features.

The temperature scan of sample #1 (eHDA, D2O) for

different Q values is shown in Fig. 3a. During heating eHDA

transforms to LDA-II at E123 K. This transformation is

indicated by an increase in the elastic intensity at Q= 1.7 Å�1

(black squares) and a decrease in the signal at Q = 2.1 Å�1

(open diamonds). This directly reflects the increase in the

maximum of the LDA structure factor and the corresponding loss

of the HDA structure factor. At Q = 4.5 Å�1 (filled circles) the

structure factors of eHDA and LDA-II are very similar, as can be

seen in Fig. 2a. Hence, the transformation from eHDA to LDA-II

cannot be monitored at this Q-value. The measurements presented

here show that the eHDA - LDA-II transition takes place at

123 K and is, therefore, E20 K higher compared to previous

measurements on uHDA.36 This increase in thermal stability is

consistent with neutron scattering measurements by Nelmes et al.18

and calorimetric measurements by Winkel et al.20

After transition to LDA-II, the sample was cooled back to

5 K and again a temperature scan was performed (Fig. 3b).

The increase in the elastic intensity at Q = 1.7 Å�1 (black

squares) and the decrease at Q = 2.3 Å�1 (open triangles)

clearly mark crystallization of the sample. Here, the increase

is due to Bragg reflection of cubic ice with the corresponding

loss of LDA. We observe a similar behavior for sample #2

(HGW, D2O), as shown in Fig. 3c. Since the two low density

amorphous ices LDA-II and HGW have the same density and

structure to within the limits of this measurement, we monitor

the evolution of the elastic intensity with increasing tempera-

ture at the same Q-values, namely Q = 1.7, 2.3, 4.5 Å�1.

The HGW - cubic ice transition takes place at 139 K. The

LDA-II - cubic ice transition instead takes place at 149 K.

That is, the crystallization temperature of LDA-II is nearly

10 K above that of HGW. Previous measurements on LDA-I,

also done using IN13 at a similar heating rate,35 showed that

LDA-I crystallizes at 135 K.

A complementary study on the transition behavior of eHDA,

LDA-II and HGW can be found in a second part of this publica-

tion.41 There we show 2H-NMR measurements, monitoring

the spin lattice relaxation time as a parameter for the eHDA -

LDA-II transition and crystallization of the latter as well as

crystallization of HGW. The results of the NMR study are in total

Fig. 3 Temperature dependence of the Debye–Waller factor fQ =

Iel(Q,T)/Iel(Q,5 K) at different Q-values, normalized to the elastic

intensity at 5 K, of the deuterated samples (a) #1 eHDA, (b) #1a

LDA-II, (c) #2 HGW.

Sample
Temperature
program

Step size
(DT)

Transition
during heating

#1 eHDA
(D2O)

5 K - 137 K
- 5 K

2–10 K Transformation
to LDA-II

#1a LDA-II 5 K - 180 K
- 5 K

2–10 K Crystallization

#2 HGW (D2O) 5 K - 180 K 2.5–15 K Crystallization
#3 HGW (H2O) 10 K - 180 K 2.5–15 K Crystallization
#4 eHDA

(H2O)
10 K - 140 K 3–20 K Transformation

to LDA-II
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agreement with the results presented here obtained by neutron

scattering.

3.2 Search for precursor dynamics below the glass transition

temperature

As shown in the previous section, the relaxed amorphous ices

eHDA and LDA-II now provide a 20 K and, respectively, 14 K

wider window for our measurements, compared to previous

studies on uHDA and LDA-I.36 This is very important, since

the glass transition range overlaps with the transition tempera-

tures.10,11 In Fig. 4 the evolution of the elastic intensity while

heating is shown for all samples. Compared to Fig. 3, we now

present the logarithm of the normalized intensities as a function

of temperature. The logarithmic depiction is chosen since fQ(T)

for a harmonic system follows an exponential behavior (see

Introduction). In non-harmonic systems like glasses, precursor

dynamics below the glass transition temperature results in an

additional decrease in the elastic intensity.

The left column of Fig. 4 shows data of the high density

amorphous ice samples (#1, #4) up to T = 123 K, where the

sample transforms to LDA-II. The low density ices LDA-II

(#1a) (right column) and HGW (#2, #3) (middle column) are

plotted in the temperature range up to the temperature where

crystallization sets in (149 K for LDA-II and 139 K for

HGW). The data are shown for three different Q values.

Assuming that the Debye model is valid, the intensity decrease

can be fitted by a straight line far below Tg. Here, all data are

fitted in the range of B20 K to B100 K as indicated by the

black lines. There are slight indications for a small deviation

from the harmonic behavior at temperatures above 100 K. If

the precursor dynamics are affected by motions of very small

amplitudes these deviations should become most pronounced

at high Q values. This could explain why the possible effect in

Fig. 4 is only visible for Q Z 3.9 Å�1.

In order to average out statistical fluctuations of intensity, we

summed up the elastic intensities for all Q values in the range of

1.7 r Q r 4.5 Å�1. As mentioned in the Introduction, the

Debye Waller factor is proportional to the product of tempera-

ture and Q2. Therefore, we first divided the logarithm of the

normalized intensity by Q2 before summing up (see Fig. 5). The

data are fitted linearly in the range ofB20 K toB100 K (eHDA

samples) and B110 K (HGW, LDA-II samples) as indicated by

Fig. 4 Temperature dependence of the elastic intensity at Q = 1.7, 3.9, 4.5 Å�1, normalized to the elastic intensity at low temperature and

logarithmized. The top row shows the deuterated samples #1 (eHDA), #2 (HGW), #1a (LDA-II), the bottom row shows the hydrogenated samples

#4 (eHDA) and #3 (HGW). LDA-II has only been measured as a deuterated sample.

Fig. 5 The logarithm of the normalized intensities divided byQ2 and then summed up in the range of 1.7rQr 4.5 Å�1. The deuterated samples

are shown as open symbols and the hydrogenated samples as open symbols. The hydrogenated data are shifted by �0.1 Å2 for clarity. LDA-II was

measured as a deuterated sample only.
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the black lines. The linear fit is further extrapolated to higher T

(dotted line). In this generalized plot a small anomaly similar

to the one shown in Fig. 1b is visible in the deuterated as well

as in the hydrogenated sample, but it is hard to show statistical

significance. The weak deviation from linearity is slightly more

pronounced for the hydrogenated samples. By comparing the upper

limits of the error bars with the extrapolated linearity, we can infer

more significant deviations at>110K for the hydrogenated eHDA

sample and at >120 K for the hydrogenated HGW sample. In

both cases this is the temperature range in which we would expect

precursor dynamics, judging from the calorimetry measurements

which indicate the onset of Tg to be at 115 K for eHDA11 and

136 K for HGW.28 However, in the case of deuterated samples the

upper limit of the error bars is only partly below the extrapolated

low-temperature linearity, even though all data points at T >

110 K in the case of eHDA and HGW fall below the extrapolated

line. That is, sub-Tg precursor dynamics may underlie the data, but

cannot be inferred with sufficient significance from the data set.

4. Conclusions

The transformation behavior of eHDA, monitored by the

intensity change with temperature at Q = 1.7, 2.1 Å�1 clearly

shows that the transition to LDA-II appears at 123 K, which is

about 20 K higher than the transition from uHDA to LDA-I.

This confirms earlier measurements on eHDA with different

techniques.18,20

A novel finding is that the so produced LDA-II shows a

crystallization temperature of 149 K, whereas the crystal-

lization of HGW already starts at 139 K, i.e., 10 K lower.

LDA-I even crystallizes 14 K lower than LDA-II when heating

the system in steps of 2 K every few hours.35 That is, LDA-II is

more stable against crystallization than LDA-I. This result is

also confirmed by NMR measurements presented in a second

part of this publication.41 Enhanced stability of LDA-II towards

crystallization was previously demonstrated by Elsaesser et al.

using X-ray diffraction and calorimetric measurements.10 In

their study they used LDA-II, which was produced by full

decompression of VHDA at 140 K to 6 MPa. Also due to

faster heating rates, they observed a difference in thermal

stability of only 5 K. Neutron scattering measurements combined

with empirical potential structure refinement (EPSR) showed

that LDA-II (produced by decompression of VHDA) is more

relaxed compared to LDA-I (produced by heating uHDA).22

That is, comparing the present study with literature data10,22 and

NMR-data41 it shows that LDA-II can be produced both by

decompression of VHDA at 140 K and by heating eHDA at

ambient pressure.

A very weak sub-Tg anomaly, suggesting possible precursor

dynamics below the caloric glass transition onset, can be

identified in some of the samples. While these deviations are

slightly visible in the hydrogenated samples (Fig. 5), they

cannot be corroborated with certainty from the data obtained

from deuterated samples.
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